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**PROGRAMMING MULTICORES: DO APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS NEED TO WRITE EXPLICITLY PARALLEL PROGRAMS?**

In this panel discussion from the 2009 Workshop on Computer Architecture Research Directions, David August and Keshav Pingali debate whether explicitly parallel programming is a necessary evil for applications programmers, assess the current state of parallel programming models, and discuss possible routes toward finding the programming model for the multicore era.

**Moderator’s introduction: Arvind**

Do applications programmers need to write explicitly parallel programs? Most people believe that the current method of parallel programming is impeding the exploitation of multicores. In other words, the number of cores in a microprocessor is likely to track Moore’s law in the near future, but the programming of multicores might remain the biggest obstacle in the forward march of performance.

Let’s assume that this premise is true. Now, the real question becomes: how should applications programmers exploit the potential of multicores? There have been two main ideas in exploiting parallelism: implicitly and explicitly.

**Implicit parallelism**

The concept of the implicit exploitation of the parallelism in a program has its roots in the 1970s and 1980s, when two main approaches were developed.

The first approach required that the compilers do all the work in finding the parallelism. This was often referred to as the “dusty decks” problem—that is, how to exploit parallelism in existing programs. This approach taught us a lot about compiling. But most importantly, it taught us how to write a program in the first place, so that the compiler had a chance of finding the parallelism.

The second approach, to which I also contributed, was to write programs in a manner such that the inherent (or obvious) parallelism in the algorithm is not obscured in the program. I explored declarative languages for this purpose. This line of research also taught us a lot. It showed us that we can express all kinds of parallelism in a program, but even after all the parallelism has been exposed, it is fairly difficult to efficiently map the...
exposed parallelism on a given hardware substrate. So, we are faced with two problems:

- How do we expose the parallelism in a program?
- How do we package the parallelism for a particular machine?

Explicit parallelism

The other approach is to program machines explicitly to exploit parallelism. This means that the programmer should be made aware of all the machine resources: the type of interconnection, the number and configuration of caches in the memory hierarchy, and so on. But, it is obvious that if too much information were disclosed about the machine, programming difficulty would increase rapidly. Perhaps a more systematic manner of exposing machine details could alleviate this problem.

Difficulty is always at the forefront of any discussion of explicit parallel programming. In the earliest days of the message passing interface (MPI), experts were concerned that people would not be able to write parallel programs at all because humans’ sequential manner of thinking would make writing these programs difficult. In addition, the more resources a machine exposes, the less abstract the programming becomes. Hence, it is not surprising that such programs’ portability becomes a difficult issue. How will the program be transferred to the next generation of a given machine from the same vendor or to an entirely different machine? Today, the issue of portability is so important that giving it up is not really an option. To do so would require that every program be rewritten for each machine configuration. The last problem, which is equally important as the first two, is that of composability. After all, the main purpose of parallel programming is to enhance performance. Composing parallel programs in a manner that is informative about the performance of the composed program remains one of the most daunting challenges facing us.

Implicit versus explicit debate

This minipanel addresses the implicit versus explicit debate. How much about the machine should be exposed? Professors David August and Keshav Pingali will debate the following questions:

- How should applications programmers exploit the potential of multicores?
- Is explicitly parallel programming inherently more difficult than implicitly parallel programming?
- Can we design languages, compilers, and runtime systems so that applications programmers can get away with writing only implicit parallel programs, without sacrificing performance?
- Does anyone other than a few compiler writers and systems programmers need explicitly parallel programming?
- Do programmers need to be able to express nondeterminism (for example, selection from a set) to exploit parallelism in an application?
- Is a speculative execution model essential for exploiting parallelism?

The case for an implicitly parallel programming model and dynamic parallelization: David August

Let’s address Arvind’s questions directly, starting with the first.

How should applications programmers exploit the potential of multicores? We appear to have two options. The first is explicitly parallel programming (parallel programming for short); the second is parallelizing compilers. In one approach, humans perform all of the parallelism extraction. In the other, tools, such as compilers, do the extraction. Historically, both approaches have been dismal failures. We need a new approach, called the implicitly parallel programming model and dynamic parallelization. This is a hybrid approach that is fundamentally different from simply combining explicitly parallel programming with parallelizing compilers.

To understand this new approach, we must understand the difference between “explicit” and “implicit.”

Consider the __INLINE__ directive. You can, using some compilers, mark a function with this directive, and the compiler will automatically and reliably inline it for you. This directive is explicit. The tool makes
Inlining more convenient than inlining manually. However, it is not as convenient as simply not having to concern yourself with questions of inlining, because you are still responsible for making the decision and informing the inlining tool of your decision. Explicit inlining is now unnecessary because compilers are better at making inlining decisions than programmers. Instead, by using functions and methods, programmers provide compilers with enough information to decide on their own what and where to inline. Inlining has become implicit since each function and method by itself (without the __INLINE__ directive) is a suggestion to the compiler that it should make a decision about whether to inline.

Parallel programming is explicit in that the programmer concretely specifies how to partition the program. In parallel programming, we have many choices. Figure 1 shows a partial list of more than 150 parallel programming languages that programmers can choose from if they want to be explicit about how to parallelize a program. Somehow, despite all these options, the problem still isn’t solved. Programmers have a hard time making good decisions about how to parallelize codes, so forcing them to be explicit about it to address the multicore problem isn’t a solution. As we’ll see, it actually makes the problem worse in the long run. That’s why I’m not a proponent of explicitly parallel programming.

Is explicitly parallel programming inherently more difficult than implicitly parallel programming? For this question, I’m not going to make a strong argument. Instead, my opponent (Keshav Pingali) will make a strong argument for me. In his PLDI (Programming Language Design and Implementation) 2007 paper, he quotes Tim Sweeney, who “designed the first multithreaded Unreal 3 game engine.” Sweeney estimates that “writing multithreaded code tripled software code cost at Epic games.” This means that explicitly parallel programming is going to hurt. And, it’s going to hurt more as the number of cores increases. Through Sweeney, I think my opponent has typified the universal failure of explicitly parallel programming to solve the problem.
To support the case for implicitly parallel programming languages, I refer to the same paper by my opponent, in which he says "it is likely that more SQL programs are executed in parallel than programs in any other programming language. However, most SQL programmers do not write explicitly parallel code..." This is a great example of implicitly parallel programming offering success in the real world. What we should be doing as a community is broadening the scope of implicitly parallel programming beyond the database domain.

Can we design languages, compilers, and runtime systems so that applications programmers can get away with writing only implicitly parallel programs, without sacrificing performance? I’d like to answer this question by describing an experiment we’ve done. In Figure 2, we have a function called rand. It’s just a pseudo number generator with some internal state, called state. Elsewhere, we have an apparently DoAll loop that calls rand. Unfortunately, a dependence existing between each rand call must be respected, creating a serialization of the calls to rand. Scheduling iteration 1 on core 1, iteration 2 on core 2, and iteration 3 on core 3 provides no benefit as rand is called at the start and end of each iteration. This serializes each iteration of the loop with the next.

With this constraint, parallelism seems impossible to extract, because this dependence must be respected for correct execution, yet we can’t speculate it, schedule it, or otherwise deal with it in the compiler. As programmers, though, we know that the rand function meets its contractual obligations regardless of the order in which it’s called. The value order returned by rand is irrelevant in our example. The sequential programming language constrains the compiler to maintaining the single original sequential order of dependences between calls to rand. This is unnecessary, so we should relax this constraint.

To let the programmer relax this constraint, we add an annotation to the sequential programming model that tells the compiler that this function can be invoked in any order. We call this annotation commutative, referring to the programmer’s intuitive notion of a commutative mathematical operator. The commutative annotation says that any invocation order is legal so long as there is an order. Armed with this information, the compiler can now execute iterations in parallel, as Figure 3 shows. The actual dependence pattern becomes a dynamic dependence pattern. The order in which rand is called is opportunistic, and large amounts of parallelism are exposed. The details of the commutative annotation are available elsewhere.2

There are several important things to note. First, the annotation is not an explicitly parallel annotation like an OpenMP pragma. Second, the annotation is not a hint to the compiler to do something that it could possibly figure out on its own if it were smart enough, like the register and inline keywords in C are now. It is an annotation that communicates information about dependences to the compiler, information that is only

---

Figure 2. Parallelization diagram: pseudocode (a) and dynamic execution schedule (b). The dependence between each rand call creates a serialization of the calls to rand.
knowable through an understanding of the real-world task. Additionally, although we arrived at this use of commutative by examining this program’s execution plan, we don’t expect the programmer to have to do so. Instead, we expect the programmer to integrate commutative directly into the programming process, where it should be annotated on any function that is semantically commutative. That is, commutative is a property of the function as used in this program, not a property of the underlying hardware, the execution plan, nor any of the other concerns explicitly parallel programmers must consider.

The idea isn’t new; my opponent also refers to this idea in his PLDI 2007 paper and talks about “some serial order” and “commutativity in the semantic sense.” Note that our commutative isn’t inherently commutative (like addition), but semantically commutative. So, it states that receiving random numbers out of order, as Figure 3 shows, is acceptable for this program’s task even though it might not be acceptable for other tasks. For our implicitly parallel programming experiment, we took all of the C programs in the SPEC CPU 2000 integer benchmark suite and modified 50 of the roughly 500,000 lines of code (LOC). Most of the modifications involved adding the commutative annotation. This annotation adds a little nondeterminism in the form of new legal orderings. As Figure 4 illustrates, by using this method, we restored the performance trend lost in 2004.

Do programmers need to be able to express nondeterminism (for example, selection from a set) to exploit parallelism in an application? The answer is yes. Figure 5 shows performance with and without those annotations—the effect of those 50 lines of code out of 500,000. Without the annotations, we can only talk about speedup in percentages, such as 10 or 50 percent—what one normally expects from a compiler. Using the annotations with today’s compiler technology, we can talk about speedup in terms of multiples, such as 5 or 20 times.

Is a speculative execution model essential for exploiting parallelism? Yes, the compiler is speculating a lot, but we don’t expose it to the programmer. Speculation management can and should be hidden from the programmer, just as speculative hardware has done for the last few decades.

And, really the final question is: Does anyone other than a few compiler writers and systems programmers need explicitly parallel programming? Obviously, compiler writers and system programmers have to do it. For now, they will have to deal with these issues. For everyone lucky enough not to be compiler writers or systems programmers, my answer is: No, you don’t need explicitly parallel programming.

My opponent might argue, as he does in his paper, that the programmer must provide the means to support speculation rollback. Well, in our approach, we didn’t need that. He might also argue, as he does in his paper, that a need for opportunistic
parallelism exists. As our results in Table 1 show, our implicitly parallel approach provides less than 2 times speedup on some programs. You might think that this is a failure of implicitly parallel programming and that falling back to explicitly parallel programming is the only way to speed up perl. That would be a disaster. Given more time,
I could tell you how we can speed that up without falling back to explicitly parallel programming. This leads me to one final thought.

I have an ally in this debate in the form of the full employment theorem for compiler writers. It says, “Compilers and runtime systems can always be made better.” Every time you see a tool fail to make good use of implicit parallelism, you can fix it. You can always make it good enough to avoid reverting back to explicit parallelism and all of its problems. The human effort that went into improving a single application’s performance could have been better applied to improving the tools, likely improving the performance of many programs, existing and not yet written.

The case for an explicitly parallel programming: Keshav Pingali

I believe that applications programmers do need to write explicitly parallel programs. I can summarize my thoughts in three points.

First, explicitly parallel programming is indeed more complex than implicitly parallel programming. I think we all agree about that. Unfortunately, I think it is a necessary evil for applications programmers, particularly for those who write what we call “irregular” programs (mainly programs that deal with very large pointer-based data structures, such as trees and graphs).

Second, exploiting nondeterminism is important for performance, and by that I don’t mean race conditions. What I mean here is what experts call “don’t-care nondeterminism.” There are many programs that are allowed to produce multiple outputs, and any one of those outputs is acceptable. You want the system to figure out which output is the most efficient to produce. This kind of nondeterminism is extremely important. I think David pretty much agrees with that, so I won’t spend too much time on it.

Finally, optimistic or speculative parallel execution is absolutely essential. This is a point that many people don’t appreciate, even those in the parallel programming community. Parallelism in many programs depends on runtime values. And therefore, unless something is done at runtime, such as speculation, we really can’t exploit parallelism in those kinds of programs.

Delaunay mesh refinement

I find it easiest to make arguments with concrete examples. A popular example in the community is Delaunay mesh refinement (DMR). The input to this algorithm is a triangulation of a region in the plane such as the mesh in Figure 6a. Some of the triangles in the mesh might be badly shaped according to certain shape criteria (the dark gray triangles in Figure 6a). If so, we use an iterative
refinement procedure to eliminate them from the mesh. In each step, the refinement procedure

- picks a bad triangle from the worklist,
- collects several triangles in the neighborhood (the cavity) of that bad triangle (dark gray regions in Figure 6a), and
- retriangulates the cavity, creating the light gray triangles in Figure 6b. If this retriangulation creates new badly shaped triangles, they are added to the worklist.

There is room for nondeterminism in this algorithm because the final mesh’s shape depends on the order in which we process the bad triangles. But we can show that every processing order terminates and produces a mesh without badly shaped triangles. The fact that any one of these output meshes can be produced is important for performance.

Another important point is that parallelism in this application depends on runtime values. Whether bad triangles can be refined concurrently depends on whether their cavities overlap. Because dependencies between computations on different bad triangles depend on the input mesh and on the modifications made to the mesh at runtime, the parallelism can’t be exposed by compile-time program analyses such as points-to or shape analysis. To exploit this “amorphous data-parallelism,” as we call it, it’s necessary in general to use speculative or optimistic parallel execution. Different threads process worklist items concurrently, but to ensure that the sequential program’s semantics are respected, the runtime system detects dependence violations between concurrent computations and rolls back conflicting computations as needed. (DMR can be executed in parallel without speculation by repeatedly building interference graphs and finding maximal independent sets, and so on, but this doesn’t work in general.)

Framework

David and I disagree about what to call these kinds of applications. The framework in Figure 7 is useful for thinking about the implicitly and explicitly parallel programming models.

Let’s go back to David’s SQL programming example. Database programming, in my opinion, is a great example of an area where implicitly parallel programming succeeded. But it’s important to remember that there are two kinds of programs and two kinds of programmers. Applications programmers write SQL programs that are implicitly parallel. So, I accept that this SQL programming has been a success story for implicitly parallel programming. However, application programmers rely on implementations of relations, such as B-trees, which have been carefully coded in parallel by a small number of systems programmers. The question is whether we can generalize this to general-purpose parallel programs. I think about it in terms of Niklaus Wirth’s equation: program = algorithm + data structure. We need to think about an application in terms of both the algorithm, which the applications programmer codes using an abstract data type; and the concrete data structure that implements that abstract data type. In database programming, algorithms are indeed being expressed with an implicitly parallel language such as SQL. However, the data structures are being implemented with an explicitly parallel language such as C++ or

Figure 7. A framework for understanding the implicitly and explicitly parallel programming models. Applications programmers write SQL programs, which are implicitly parallel, and they rely on implementations of relations, such as B-trees, which systems programmers have carefully coded in parallel.
Java. Can we make this software development model general purpose? We have had some success doing so; however, we’ve also run into some stumbling blocks, which makes us more skeptical about this particular model.

A programming model example and the need for explicitly parallel programming

A recent effort on the parallel execution of irregular programs (which are organized around pointer-based data structures such as trees and graphs) has led the development of the Galois programming model. This programming model is sequential and object-oriented (sequential Java). Applications programmers write algorithms using Galois set iterators, which essentially give them nondeterministic choices, sets, and so on. They then rely on the equivalent of a collections library, in which all the data structures, such as graphs and trees, are implemented. An applications programmer can easily write an algorithm, such as DMR, with this sequential language. However, they’re relying on a collections library that someone else implemented using explicitly parallel programming with locks and so on. Is this good enough? In other words, can we ship a collections library of data structures that have been implemented with explicitly parallel programming that applications programmers can then use in their sequential object-oriented models and thus avoid having to write any concurrent programs at all? Unfortunately, here we run into three fundamental problems, which make me skeptical as to whether this programming model will work.

The first problem is that no current fixed set of data structures meets all applications’ needs. For example, the Java collections library contains many concurrent data structures, but there are many other data structures that aren’t in there, such as kd-trees and suffix trees. As library writers interact with applications programmers, they find more of these data structures. They then have to code concurrent versions using explicitly parallel languages. Just to give you an idea of how many data structures there are, a Google search on “handbook of data structures” returns a great book by Sartaj Sahni. It’s 1,392 pages and lists hundreds of data structures. What that means is that there’s a large variety of data structures that we must code in terms of some explicitly parallel programming language. We might then be able to use the Galois programming model on top to express the algorithm. If the data structures that we need to implement the algorithm aren’t supported in the library, however, they must still be coded in explicitly parallel programming languages.

Second, even generic data structures must be tuned for a particular application. For example, if you need a graph, you find it in the library and use it for your program. However, if your application has some properties that you must exploit to get good performance, you have no option but to start mucking around with the data structure implementation, which is of course in an explicitly parallel language.

The third problem is tied to the first two. In many applications, the API functions of the various classes (graph, tree, data structure, and so on) do relatively little computation. In databases, this model works well because most of the execution time is spent in library functions that system programmers have carefully implemented in explicitly parallel languages. Hence, there’s no need to worry too much about the top-level program. However, many general-purpose applications don’t spend a lot of time on data structure operations. Therefore, to get really good performance, you need to squish the application code and data structure implementation together in some way. Unfortunately, we don’t currently have the compiler technology to generate good code of that kind from a separate specification of the algorithm and the data structure.

We run into these three issues when we try to shield applications programmers from the complexities of explicitly parallel programming. Are these fundamental problems? If they are, you have no choice but to write some amount of explicitly parallel code even if you’re an applications programmer. I see no solutions for these problems right now. So, I’m putting these issues up for debate and will see if my opponent has a viewpoint on them.
Parallel libraries and automatic parallelization

August: There’s a lot of talk about solving the parallel programming model problem through the use of libraries. It occurs to me, especially after hearing that one book lists numerous data structures, that there are more libraries than programs. If that’s so, maybe the problem is not how to write parallel programs, but how to write parallel libraries. So, we’re back to where we started. We need a solution that works for writing libraries and applications.

Pingali: I don’t think that’s going to solve anything. I agree that explicitly parallel programming is difficult. Therefore, we want to minimize the amount of code written explicitly parallel. However, if applications programmers want really good performance, they might need to dig for data structure implementations, whether or not thousands of them exist. No technology that I know of lets you write these optimized data structure implementations for particular applications. For example, I don’t know of any automatic way of taking some implicitly parallel descriptions of data structures, such as kd-trees and suffix trees, and producing optimized parallel implementations. Currently, the only way is to write explicitly parallel code. Transactional memory might make programming those kinds of data structures easier, but ultimately you don’t get the performance you want. And, even for the transactions, there’s some notion of explicit parallelism.

August: If we were to explicitly parallelize a large number of libraries, we would start to see some patterns, and if we start to see patterns, effort might be better spent implementing ways to automate those patterns by merging those patterns that are in parallel form in a compiler.

In the past, when compilers were the 15-percent solution, the economics weren’t there for many of us to get involved in writing automatic parallelization techniques or transforms. But, now that we have a choice between relying on some kind of system or turning to the recurring expense of writing explicitly parallel programs, the economics might be there to take that approach. What do you think?

Pingali: That’s an interesting idea, David. I would be happy about this because I don’t particularly like explicitly parallel programming, either. However, almost all of the compiler technology developed over the past 40 to 50 years has been targeted toward dense matrix computation. We know very little about how to analyze irregular pointer-based data structures (such as large trees and graphs). Some work has been done, but it hasn’t gone anywhere, in my opinion. So, I’ve become somewhat skeptical about the possibility of developing compiler technology for generating a parallel implementation for these data structures from high-level specifications. But it’s an interesting goal.

August: Perhaps we should give up the idea that we can fully understand code statically, an idea that I think has misdirected effort in compiler development for decades. Let’s refer to the poor performer benchmark, perl, in our implicitly parallel program experiment. In perl, the parallelism is fully encoded in the input set. The perl script has parallelism in it, but, most likely, the input defines where the parallelism is. Therefore, no static analysis can tell you what the input to that program is or where the parallelism will be because they haven’t yet been determined. Therefore, maybe we should think about this as the fundamental problem and move to a model where we look at the code and do transformations at runtime or generationally. We should abandon doing things like shape analysis and heroic compiler analyses in general.

Where should it be done in the software stack?

Audience: I never thought that parallelism would be a problem, at least for many applications. The problem arises in actually running these programs effectively on a machine. A lot of that has to do with locality. For example, where to get data, where to get the structures, how quickly they’re obtained, and how much bandwidth is obtained. Unfortunately, I haven’t seen anything in the discussion so far to address that. I was just wondering first of all whether
your systems work. That’s what was so good about an API. It’s terrible that you have to do everything yourself but it really works when you’re sure things are in the right place. What are your thoughts on this?

August: From the implicitly parallel programming model viewpoint, we’re going to rely on a dynamic component—a layer between the program and the multicore processor—to do the tuning. There has been some success in the iterative compilation world. Compilers don’t know the right thing to do unless they can observe the effects of their transformations. Once they have the chance to do so, they can make increasingly better decisions. The goal there is to reduce the burden on the applications programmers to do that kind of tuning.

Arvind: Just for clarification, are you talking about an interactive system?

August: Because of the problem that I mentioned with the perl benchmark, we need to deal with the program after it starts running. We want to observe dependences on values, to speculate upon them, and to tune. We also want to understand if there are other things happening dynamically in the system, such as might reduce the effective core count. We’d like to adjust for such events as well. So, this is a runtime system.

Arvind: Is this for future program runs?

August: It could be the same run. We have extra cores, so we can expend some effort adjusting the program. Some of the most successful models are those in which the static compiler only partially encodes the program and leaves the rest to be adjusted at runtime. It isn’t a dynamic optimizer as such since the program isn’t fully defined. Instead, the program can be parameterized by feedback from the performance at runtime. So, it’s a hybrid between a compiler running statically and purely runtime optimization.

Pingali: One mistake we keep making in the programming languages and architecture community, or the systems community more broadly, is thinking about programmers as monolithic because we’re used to the idea of SPEC benchmarks. So, there is one big piece of code and someone has to put something in that C (or other language) code to exploit parallelism. We need to get away from this kind of thinking because domains in which people have successfully exploited parallelism have two classes of programmers. There are “Joe” programmers—applications programmers with little knowledge about parallel programming although they’re domain experts. And, there are “Steve” or “Stephanie” programmers—highly trained parallel programming experts who know a lot about the machine, but little about a particular application domain. These programmers write the middle layers.

In the database domain, for example, Joe programmers write SQL code. They don’t know a lot about concurrency control and all that other stuff, but they get the job done. There are a small number of people at IBM, Oracle, and other corporations, who implement, for example, WebSphere carefully and painfully in C++ or Java. Therefore, clearly we need to manage resources and locality to get good performance. The real question we should be asking is where in the software stack this management should take place. If there’s any hope for bringing parallelism into the mainstream and for having millions of people write programs, we can’t leave resource and locality management to applications programmers. Rather, it must be done at a lower level, even if it’s less efficient than doing it with respect to having some knowledge about the application. So, I don’t think we have any choice. We shouldn’t be considering whether to do it, but rather, where in the software stack to do it and how to make sure that as much as possible is done lower in the stack. Otherwise, multicores will never go mainstream.

August: That sounds like an argument for implicit programming.

Pingali: We should do as much implicit programming as we can at the Joe programmer level. There is no debate about that. The question is whether we can get away from explicitly parallel programming altogether, and my position is no.
Are libraries really the solution?

Audience: Professor Pingali, you were talking about how people always handcraft libraries. Let’s talk about the C++ Standard Template Library. In many software companies today, if you handcraft data structures or operations that can’t be expressed using STL, you’re fired.

Pingali: We still haven’t dealt with parallelism in regard to STL. So, can we build a parallel implementation of STL that covers such a broad application scope that companies can really start firing people the moment they say they’re getting terrible performance for a particular application and they need to code something at the STL level using explicitly parallel programming? I don’t think we’re there yet. I don’t know if we’ll ever get there for reasons I already mentioned.

Audience: The flip side of this is that STL consists not only of data structure manipulations, linked lists, and so on, but also of math applications such as those applying an operation in mathematical parallel. Almost no one uses math operations in the STL library. Professor August, can your compiler convert some of the code used in this area by employing the math implementation?

August: Let’s take an example of an iterator traversing a linked list. We wish that a programmer had used the array library. We also wish that the access order didn’t matter—random access to the array elements would be nice, especially in the DoAll style of parallelism. But that doesn’t stop us from finding parallelism. Perhaps we can’t think of a more serial operation than the traversal of a linked list. But, there are techniques that can transform serial data structures, such as a linked list, into other data structures that enable parallelism, such as arrays or skip lists specific to particular traversals. There are some automatic techniques to deal with these kinds of problems.

Paradigm shift and education problem

Audience: To roughly characterize the two arguments, both of you are saying that explicit programming is hard. One of you argues that it’s so hard we shouldn’t use it. The other argues that it’s hard but we have to do it. I’m curious about the quote on the UnReal engine that David mentioned. How difficult was developing or building the parallel version of that engine for the first time? How much of this is really a transient effect? How much extra programmer time and cost did it entail the next time they tried to build an engine like that? Is this really an education problem because it’s a big paradigm shift from single-threaded to multithreaded code?

August: Maybe one thing that will happen is that programmers will change. Perhaps there won’t be any Joe programmers anymore. That’s possible, but I doubt it. The other thing that we know will change is the number of cores. We’re talking about 4, 6, and 8 now. What will happen when we have 32, 64, or more? What about thousands? The multithreaded version of the UnReal engine, which was too hard to build the first time, needs to be built again. The first version didn’t explore speculation; however, now you have to do speculation because we need much better speedups than only 3 times. It seems like just as you solved the problem, the microprocessor manufacturers made the problem harder. So, we’re continually chasing the rabbit, and there must be a better way.

Audience: Well, that implies that eventually you must do explicit programming. Unless you’re saying that your implicit infrastructure can do a better job?

August: Yes, that’s my claim.

Pingali: The way I see it, the fewer opportunities for making errors and bugs, the better off Joe programmers are. Perhaps with enough training, we can even get them to write reasonably good concurrent code. But the point is, it’s almost always better if you don’t have to worry about these concurrency bugs, even if you’re Steve or Stephanie programmer. So, what we should do is try to move concurrency management somewhere in the software stack, where it can be dealt with in a controlled way as opposed to just letting it out and saying everyone must
become a Stephanie programmer. I don’t think that’s going to happen because it hasn’t happened in a few domains, such as dense numerical linear algebra, that successfully harnessed parallelism. In the dense numerical algebra domain, a small number of people write matrix factorization libraries, and a large number of Matlab programmers who simply write Matlab use these libraries. If you start looking at the library implementations, such as the matrix factorization code and matrix multiplication, the code is somewhat horrific. To have everyone write their own explicitly parallel code isn’t a scalable model of software development.

Implicit versus explicit

Audience: David, you have annotations that you need to add to your programs. Where do you draw the line between implicit and explicit?

August: If the annotation brings information that can’t be determined otherwise, it’s implicitly parallel. If a compiler or runtime system can determine the existence of dependence automatically, annotations confirming its existence or indicating what to do about it are explicit. Consider the situation where you can give the user the numbers from a pseudorandom number generator in any order, changing the program’s output. If the programmer states that this is legal, that statement is implicit because it’s otherwise indeterminable. The compiler can’t know whether the user needs the numbers in the original order, because sometimes the order is important and sometimes it isn’t, depending on the real-world task. To me, that isn’t only an implicitly parallel annotation, but it’s a good language annotation since it isn’t automatically determinable.

How should parallel programming be introduced in a computer science and engineering curriculum?

Arvind: When I was an assistant professor, I went to the department head and said, I have to teach this course, it’s very important. He asked how important; I said very important. Then, he said, why don’t you teach it at the freshmen level. I said no, no, it isn’t that important. So, the question really is how important is parallel programming? Is it separate from sequential programming? And within that context, how important is explicitly parallel programming? Should we teach it at the freshmen level, or is it like quantum mechanics, where you must master classical mechanics before you can touch quantum mechanics? I would like both of you to express your opinion on this.

August: It’s as important as computer architecture. So, it should be taught at the junior/senior level.

Pingali: I’d like to go back to Niklaus Wirth’s equation: program = algorithm + data structure. We need to teach algorithms and data structures first. When teaching students sequential algorithms and data structures, we can also teach them parallelism in algorithms, which we can do without talking about a particular programming model or implementation of locks, transactional memory, synchronization, and so on. We can talk about locality, parallelism, and algorithms without talking about all of those other things. After that, we should introduce implicitly parallel programming at the Joe programmer level. That is, Joe programmers write these Joe programs using somebody’s data structures in libraries, which are painfully written, like a collection of classes written over many years. This way, they get a feel of what they can get out of parallel programming. Then, you take the covers off and tell them what’s in these data structure libraries, and expose them to their implementations. That’s the sequence that we have to go through. I would start with data structures and algorithms at the abstract level. Then, show them implicit parallel programming at the Joe programmer level using parallel libraries. Then, expose them to its implementation.
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